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By Green, Rod

Templar, 2014. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy
in Perfect Condition. A+ Customer Service! Summary: A gallery
of gargantuan delights guaranteed to leave young fans of
mountainous machinery panting with pleasure. Kirkus Reviews
Green and Biesty explore the biggest of the big in this oversize
book devoted to vehicles. . Biesty's detailed colored-pencil
illustrations demonstrate how each machine operates, with
labels and captions explaining how various components work
together. An informative and appealing resource for readers
with a serious interest in what makes things go. Publishers
Weekly The boardlike pages allow for lift-the-flap features, as
many as seven per spread. Open the flap for a glimpse of what's
inside as well as a brief caption commenting on it. Children
intrigued by the subject will pore over the handsome
illustrationsintricately detailed pen-and-ink drawings with
colored-pencil shading. An engaging, interactive learning
experience. Booklist Each spreads across the double page in a
realistic drawing with some cutaway views and additional small
sketches among surrounding bits of labeled text describing
physical and mechanical features. Four or five flaps are
embedded in each scene, lifting to show some internal detail and
a brief explanation. . Libraries might find it has appeal in
browsing collections,...
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A top quality book along with the typeface employed was interesting to learn. It is one of the most amazing book we
have study. I discovered this pdf from my i and dad recommended this book to learn.
-- Mr . Ster ling  Ha ne-- Mr . Ster ling  Ha ne

An exceptional ebook along with the typeface employed was intriguing to see. It really is simplistic but surprises within
the fifty percent of the ebook. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- B r ia n Miller-- B r ia n Miller
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